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Refugees leaving their mark

“I don’t believe anyone in any government office fails to think about refugees,” says the new
Director for the Norwegian Labour and Welfare Administration (NAV) Sigrun Vågeng in the
Portrait. The numbers arriving to the Nordics have broken all predictions and colour societies
and their public debate.

COMMENTS
23.10.2015
BY BERIT KVAM

For the NAV director more refugees will probably mean new

tasks. The government is working with the issue, but the Nor-

wegian prime minister has invited the opposition for cross-

party cooperation. In Sweden the government and the oppo-

sition have agreed on how to handle the refugee situation.

The Swedish Public Employment Service is among many au-

thorities who now want compensation to cover the increasing

costs of helping the new arrivals.

Last week 9,700 asylum seekers arrived in Sweden. That is

almost double the number arriving in Norway in all of Sep-

tember. The Swedish Migration Authority estimates between

140,000 and 190,000 asylum seekers will arrive in Sweden in

2015, and between 100,000 and 170,000 in 2016. In Finland

too the number of refugees is “exceptional” as Aila Tommola-

Kruse from the Finnish Ministry of Employment and the

Economy puts it. In October the Finnish Migration Authority

has adjusted this year’s estimates down from 50,000 to be-

tween 30,000 and 50,000. But that could change depending

on how many refugees other European countries can handle.

The influx of refugees is high on the agenda of people and au-

thorities in all of the Nordic countries. So too for the Com-

mittee of Senior Officials for Labour which met to exchange

experiences in Copenhagen this week. Norway proposed the

setting up of a Nordic contact group to discuss experiences

and opportunities.

The scenarios painted by authorities remain uncertain. What

is certain is that far more people seeking protection in a

Nordic country will be arriving in 2015 than we believed

would happen only a few months back. But even uncertain

prognosis are necessary tools for social planning.

A social planning tool is just what Swedish working life re-

searcher Ann Bergman misses when she in this month’s

theme “Working life research and the future” wonders where

the working life researchers are when the future is being de-

bated. She believes working life researchers should have an

important voice in that debate.

The working life barometer from Norway’s Confederation of

Vocational Unions (YS) is trying to be one such voice. “We

can deliver good diagnosis about today’s situation, analyse

development trends and through this look to the future of

Norwegian working life,” writes YS leader Jorunn Berland in

the preface to the YS working life barometer for 2015. In this

month’s theme the researchers behind the barometer unveil

the myths surrounding “the new working life”.

The way in which newly arrived refugees will leave their mark

will be interesting to follow. This will be the focus for the

Nordic Labour Journal in November. Before that, the refugee

situation is a red hot topic at the Nordic Council of Ministers’

meeting in Reykjavik and when labour ministers meet on 17

November.

REFUGEES LEAVING THEIR MARK
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Ann Bergman

Why are working life researchers so reluctant to
talk about the future?

This summer Ann Bergman really managed to ignite the debate on working life research. In an
article in the Nordic Journal of Working Life Studies she asked why working life researchers are
so uninterested in the future.

THEME
23.10.2015
TEXT: BJÖRN LINDAHL, PHOTO: KARLSTAD UNIVERSITET

“If working life researchers don’t talk about the future, other

groups of people will. This is about taking charge of how so-

ciety is described,” she says.

The article was based on a keynote presentation which she

gave to the 7th Nordic Working Life Conference in Gothen-

burg in 2014.

“I have had many reactions both to the presentation and the

article. Some think what I said is very important, others be-

lieve researchers should only busy themselves with research.

Futurologists as a group are mocked,” she points out.

WHY ARE WORKING LIFE RESEARCHERS SO RELUCTANT TO TALK ABOUT THE FUTURE?
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Ann Bergman is a Professor of working life science at the

Karlstad University. She is quick to point out that she does

not believe working life researchers should attempt to predict

the future.

“But this is about finding a way to highlight research results,

to take up some space in the public debate.”

Only Marxists and feminists know what they want

She believes the working life area is lacking in visions. The

only ones who come clear about wanting an alternative soci-

ety are Marxists and feminists.

The reason this issue interests her is her work going through

futurology studies together with Jan Ch Karlsson and Jonas

Axelsson, when they discovered that working life researchers

rarely wrote about the future and futurologists rarely wrote

about working life.

“It seems the lack of interest is mutual. Today’s futurologist

rarely write about working life. Since 1995 only two percent

of articles in Futures, the best known publication for social

and behavioural science, have been about working life. What

is really missing is articles about working conditions,” she

says.

Where is gender, class and ethnicity?

“When we studied working life research and its view of the

future, we mainly discovered what was was missing. Despite

the big changes when it comes to gender, ethnicity and class,

not many studies consider how this will influence working

life.”

Another group of people focuses on the future instead — or-

ganisation development consultants.

“They enjoy authors like Richard Donkin and his book ‘The

Future of Work’ or Charles Handy’s book by the same title,

and they relate to these.”

Working life researchers also quote other authors, like Guy

Standing and his precariat class concept — a new underclass

suffering bad working conditions — or Thomas Piketty, who

specialises in economic injustice and the ultra-rich’s share of

the world’s total assets.

“A lot of working life research is what I would call ‘warning

light research’, where the researchers will highlight some-

thing which is considered to be problematic and which could

become even more problematic in the future.”

All behavioural research is also affected by the access to new

digital information sources, like how we behave on the inter-

net, what we buy online, what we tweet about and share on

Facebook.

Destructive or creative?

In the preface to his book, Richard Donkin describes how he

sits in his home office and watches his children build a snow-

man, with stones as buttons and a carrot nose. When he looks

up a moment later the snowman has already been demol-

ished.

“I felt slightly irritated — all that time spent creating some-

thing, simply to kick it down. It seemed a waste and so un-

characteristic of the boys. Is this what their mother and I had

reared them to do?” he asks himself.

WHY ARE WORKING LIFE RESEARCHERS SO RELUCTANT TO TALK ABOUT THE FUTURE?
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He didn’t have to worry. Within half an hour the boys had

presented a 30 second long music video with the snowman

playing the main part, complete with a surprise ending. Be-

fore the day was over the video had been put on YouTube and

had been seen by thousands of people. The boys had demon-

strated all the skills needed to work in the creative indus-

tries.

“First there was the concept. Then there was building on the

idea, use of technology, sampling playlists, matching music

to action, editing, then marketing and distribution.”

Richard Donkin asks what happens to such skills if working

life fails to adapt.

His description is attractive. Who wouldn’t want their chil-

dren to get a job where they could develop their creativity?

The cover of his book has a picture of a young woman work-

ing on her laptop by the edge of a swimming pool, and one

of his main theories is that work and spare time is about to

merge:

“We don’t stop living when we go to work and, very often

today, we don’t stop working when we arrive home,” writes

Richard Donkin.

Stimulating symbiosis?

The flip side to the new internet-based and creative working

life is the time trap where work and spare time do not merge

into a stimulating symbiosis, but were private life collides

with working life with psychological problems as a result.

According to Ann Berman, these visions of the future are also

being used in the competition between businesses and other

organisations.

“They often make a point out of how important it is to be first,

to always be at the cutting edge. We must be prepared for the

future and be the first to go into it. It seems like some people

believe it is possible to be the first ones to enter the future.

“What I think is important when it comes to the future is

that we need to be responsible for it. We should ask ourselves

what kind of future we want, both when it comes to working

life and society. That’s where working life researchers’ voices

are important,” she says.

In Norway working life researchers have taken Ann Bergman

on her word by carefully examining the visions for the new

working life. Is it really true that a new kind of worker has

emerged, who prioritises other values compared to before?

You can read more about that analysis here:

See all articles in theme
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New challenges for working life research

Big Data is the new buzzword for the enormous increase in stored information across the world.
But how will this information stream influence working life and working life research?

THEME
23.10.2015
TEXT: BJÖRN LINDAHL, PHOTO: NTB SCANPIX

There are many different definitions of Big Data. Some try to

describe it as the volume of data measured in strange quanti-

ties. Most of us will be familiar with kilobytes, megabytes and

gigabytes. Perhaps the latest external storage you bought at

Clas Ohlson was one terabyte, which means at €75 you can

store the same volume of information which you would need

to chop down 50,000 trees for if you were to print it on pa-

per.

Petabyte is a thousand times more than that — a number 1

followed by 15 noughts — and if we are talking exabytes, a

1 followed by 18 noughts, you have a measure of how much

new information has been produced in the year 1999. Since

then the information stream has grown exponentially, mean-

ing by 2011 we were producing 2.5 exabytes every day.

According to the International Data Corporation, IDC, which

attempts to map how much information is being produced,

the volume of data increases by 40 percent every year. In

2020 we will be producing and copying 44 zettabytes in one

year. A zettabyte is one thousand exabytes.

Outsized data

Rather than talking about unfathomable volumes of data

there is a simpler way of defining Big Data: information

which is too big to be stored in ordinary computers. Instead

you need to send in analysis programs like probes to where

the information is stored, and special programs have been

developed which can divide up tasks and delegate them to

many different computers.

NEW CHALLENGES FOR WORKING LIFE RESEARCH
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How many computer servers are being used by Google is a

company secret, but they number somewhere between one

and ten million.

This has provided space for new companies and consultancy

services. The information technology research company

Gartner estimates that in 2013 companies spent $296bn

on information systems which gather information on cus-

tomers, suppliers and competitors.

The Swedish Institute of Computer Science, SICS, reckons

35,000 jobs will be created in ten years in Sweden alone in a

number of Big Data clusters, and a further 9,000 in what is

called Mega data centres.

We already see many examples of how Big Data is being used

in everyday life. If you show interest in a book on Amazon,

you immediately receive suggestions for other books which

readers of the book you were interested in have read. With

152 million customers and some 1.5 billion products in stock,

Amazon is at the forefront for using Big Data and also shows

the need for being able to rapidly analyse enormous amounts

of data.

The data information which Amazon uses is mainly structur-

al — the kind that you input and which can be presented in

a spreadsheet and stored in databases. But there is also un-

structured information, which is information created in so-

cial media like Twitter and Facebook, blogs and emails. This

is where you find new and unexpected insight into customers’

needs.

Realtime information

The reason why Big Data has become such hot business is the

combination of the ease with which you can now store data

and the new analysis systems which make it possible to han-

dle the information in realtime.

One striking example is Flightradar, which shows the world’s

entire air traffic in realtime. Not only does the map tell you

about the volume of traffic — it also provides a clear image of

where in the world economic growth is concentrated:

At www.flightradar24.com you can zoom in and follow air

traffic anywhere in the world. If you click on aircraft sym-

bols you get the aircraft registration, the route and a range

of other information. News are sent to a Twitter account

with 260,000 followers

But what does this have to do with working life research?

Well, the pilots have an occupation which is among the

world’s most heavily monitored. Everything they say and do

in relation to the aircraft is registered in what is popularly

known as the black box, so that the information can be

analysed in the case of an accident. So far black boxes have

had a limited capacity, storing only the latest few hours of

communication. But after several high profile accidents

where air crash investigators have failed to locate the black

box, questions have been raised as to why information can-

not be stored outside of the aircraft too. Satellites and radio

telescopes already make it possible to have internet on board

a plane. It should also be possible to send the black box infor-

mation from the plane to data servers on the ground.

More and more occupations are monitored in the same way

as pilots are, and as private individuals we leave digital traces

all the time. How this impacts on working life is of course an

important field for research, but Big Data will also have an

impact on the way in which researchers work.

NEW CHALLENGES FOR WORKING LIFE RESEARCH
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Laboriously gathering information

For most of the 20th century information gathering was both

time and labour consuming. Even a small group of people

interact in complex ways, like the American anthropologist

Wayne W Zachary demonstrated in 1977 when his ground-

breaking work demonstrated how the 50 to 100 members of

a karate club were linked:

A diagram of 34 karate club members and their interactions

outside of it. Each line is one contact outside of the club.

There are 595 different relations only between these mem-

bers

Some years ago researchers like Johan Ugander at Stanford

University in California and Lars Backstroke at Facebook

published an analysis of how the then 720 million Facebook

users were linked to each other.

They discovered that the established theory of six degrees of

separation (person A has a friend B who knows C and so on)

did not apply to Facebook users. They are linked to each oth-

er in only four steps:

“Today, it is possible to examine human activities at scales

undreamt of a generation ago, and these digital footprints

have the potential to help social scientists better understand

the complexities of human behaviour — for example, how in-

dividuals form and maintain social ties and the dynamics of

influence and power,” writes Jimmy Lin from the Universi-

ty of Maryland in the American science journal The Annals,

which has a special edition on Big Data in research.

According to Lin people now talk about Big Data as “the

fourth paradigm” within research, which complements theo-

ry, experiments and simulations.

“Historically, social scientists would plan an experiment, de-

cide what data to collect, and analyse the data. Now people

collect everything and then search for significant patterns

in the data,” points out Will Shih at the Harvard Business

School in an interview with Harvard Magazine.

If you look for thesis or papers on working life in Nordic uni-

versities and university colleges there is not very much to be

found.

“One area where Big Data will soon start to be used is health

care and so-called personalised health,” says senior re-

searcher Rajendra Akerkar at the Western Norway Research

Institute.

Personalised Health aims to support the choice of treatments

for a cancer patient based on characteristics found in the in-

dividual and the tumour, for instance the gene profile.

“This is an area where there is a great need for finding so-

lutions which can handle large amounts of data. There is a

trend towards tailored solutions for individual needs and this

requires in-depth knowledge of the biological origins of ill-

nesses and there is a need for high data-processing capacity.”

Meanwhile there are important questions about how this in-

formation should be protected. It is often not possible to

anonymise the information, since it deals with a human be-

ing’s genetic code — which is unique.

See all articles in theme
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Work or spare time? Not so easy know when the laptop comes with you everywhere. Here by a Copenhagen canal

Do we have a true image of the new working
life?

For many years there has been talk about the new working life, where work is more about doing
something meaningful than about making money. But are we really seeing the emergence of a
new type of independent worker who feels collective agreements and permanent contracts are
nothing but obstacles?

THEME
23.10.2015
TEXT AND PHOTO: BJÖRN LINDAHL

During this year’s annual conference of Norway’s Confeder-

ation of Vocational Unions (YS) on 13 and 14 October, four

researchers from Oslo’s Work Research Institute (AFI) ex-

plored what the annual YS barometre could teach us about

the new working life. The barometre has been made by AFI

every year for the past seven years on commission from the

union.

More than 3,000 employees answer questions on issues like

trade union legitimacy, working conditions, gender equality

DO WE HAVE A TRUE IMAGE OF THE NEW WORKING LIFE?
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and support for collective agreements. Cathrine Egeland be-

gan by showing the image of Charlie Chaplin disappearing in-

to a machine’s cogwheels in his film Modern Times. She re-

minded people that the vision of the new working life is in-

timately linked with the presumption that the old working

class is disappearing, with its monotonous industrial or office

tasks. It is being replaced by a new and creative class, often

symbolised by a picture of a person sitting with a laptop on

the beach under the palm trees.

“The new creative class can work when and where it wants.

Wages and job security are hopelessly outdated terms — or

so they say. But have we allowed ourselves to be seduced by

that image? Is it real?” said Cathrine Egeland.

She and Ingar Brattbakk, Anne Cecilie Bergene and Arild

H. Steen (the AFI Director) presented a matrix with two

underlying dimensions. One is how the participants in the

YS barometer have answered several different questions on

whether they identify with individualism or collectivism, for

instance when it comes to the setting of wage levels. The oth-

er dimension is what is more important — money or self-ful-

filment?

The four groups can be symbolised by the industry worker,

who wants a collective agreement and for whom money mat-

ters the most; the salesperson who is equally interested in

money but who believes you look after number one; the nurse

who supports the community but believes a meaningful job is

more important and better for society than high wages, and

finally there is the creative freelancer who believes the most

important thing is self-fulfilment and being as independent

as possible.

“Looking at the answers in the YS barometer, the ‘industry

worker’ represents the strongest group at 37 percent. ‘Sales

people’ are the second largest group at 27 percent followed by

‘the nurse’ at 22 percent,” said Cathrine Egeland.

“The smallest group, at just 15 percent, were those who want-

ed self-fulfilment and individual solutions. The collectivist

groups make up two thirds of the labour force.”

By studying the groups in more detail it is possible to see

which factors land you in one or the other. One important

factor is gender. Women dominate among those who lean to-

ward collectivism. Other factors are age, education and in-

come.

“If we look at all of these factors, we see that what plays the

biggest role if you are interested in self-fulfilment is if you are

a woman, is a high earner, work in the public sector and are

older,” said Ingar Brattbakk.

This gives a different image of working life from what we are

used to. Those who are most proud of their job and who like

telling others about it are workers who identify with collec-

tivism and still seek self-fulfilment.

“The ‘nurse’ is the proudest of his or her job, and its social

value plays a big part. Self-fulfilment is not only about reach-

ing your own goals, there is a collective aspect to it as well,”

says Ingar Brattbakk.

Cathrine Egeland put it even more bluntly:

“The story about the new working life must be toned down

and re-told, where the main character wants to reach his or

her own goals at the same time as reaching goals identified

by society and the community. Perhaps this is about the fem-

inisation of working life?”

Anne Cecilie Bergene finally pointed to some conclusions the

trade unions might want to draw from the report about the

new worker:

“From the way in which the new working life has been pre-

sented it might seem like the trade unions’ role has become

impossible,” she said.

“But if we look at those who are more individualistic, three

out of four have previously been members of a trade union,

and one in three would consider joining.”

Collective agreements find most support among highly edu-

cated people on low wages.

“As many as 80 percent of them want trade unions to negoti-

ate salary levels. The unions’ greatest challenge is not to keep

members who are negative about the union from leaving, but

stop those who are apathetic from doing so,” said Anne Ce-

cilie Bergene.

See all articles in theme
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Norway's new NAV Director: Sigrun Vågeng
wants less central control and better leadership

“I have clear instructions to increase the focus on labour within NAV (the Norwegian Labour
and Welfare Administration). That is my mission,” says Labour and Welfare Director Sigrun
Vågeng. She believes less centralised control and more leadership will help her in that mission.

PORTRAIT
23.10.2015
TEXT: BERIT KVAM, PHOTO: MINISTRY OF LABOUR AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS

She has been in the job for less than two weeks and we have

been granted 30 minutes with her in her office. Norway is

experiencing rising unemployment. There is also a debate

over whether refugees who are arriving in increasing num-

bers should be helped to find work rather than remain pas-

sive in refugee centres.

There are plenty of challenges when you head an administra-

tion run as a partnership between municipalities and central

authorities, with responsibility for all social security func-

tions and for maintaining the social safety net while helping

unemployed people find work. Some call it a poisoned chal-

ice, but Sigrun Vågeng disagrees.

“I think we should be careful not to label major leadership

positions. I am humbled in the face of us being responsible

for managing a third of the budget, employing 19,000 people

and paying out 14,000 kroner (€1,500) per second. This is a

major social mission which we have to perform.”

NORWAY'S NEW NAV DIRECTOR: SIGRUN VÅGENG WANTS LESS CENTRAL CONTROL AND BETTER LEADERSHIP
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Lots of competence

Sigrun Vågeng is focused when she gets going. She has been

responsible for big tasks before, and she comes to this job

from being the Director for Norway’s National Institute for

Consumer Research (SIFO). She has been Director for the

Norwegian Association of Local and Regional Authorities

(KS), Executive Director for labour market and social affairs

at the Confederation of Norwegian Enterprise (NHO) and

has held a range of other directorships in Norwegian busi-

ness. This is, in other words, a woman with a lot of experience

and not least knowledge about the authority she now heads.

Sigrun Vågeng also chaired the NAV expert commission cre-

ated by the Robert Eriksson, the Minister of Labour and So-

cial Inclusion, in March 2014.

The NAV commission, or Vågeng commission as it also know,

has considered ways to get more people into employment

and how to create a simpler and more efficient and user

friendly labour and welfare management in line with the re-

form’s original intention. The commission’s report “A NAV

with possibilities” highlighted the need for improvements to

client meetings, more autonomy for individual NAV offices

and closer cooperation with the labour market. As she is now

getting ready to handle these issues, she identifies three main

priority areas.

“Work is one big area, because we have rising unemployment

and need to be fully focused on this. For that I bring with me

experience from my work with the expert commission, not

least when it comes to contact with employers.

“The other area is our clients. We have 2.8 million of them

right now, so we need to take a closer look at that.

“The final area is expertise. We have nearly 1,500 leaders in

NAV and if we want to move NAV in a new direction the lead-

ers are key. In 2016 we will start a leadership development

program. We also generally need more labour expertise and

labour market expertise.”

New centre of excellence

On the same day as Sigrun Vågeng started her new job, the

Oslo and Akershus University College opened a centre of ex-

cellence for workplace inclusion.

“I think it is really good that NAV now improves its contact

with major knowledge centres, which can be of benefit to us

in the big work we are undertaking.”

She is keen to underline that she is focused on the task at

hand, the social mission. To create change you need better

leadership. Does she follow a leadership philosophy?

“Yes, I do. First of all it is important to be seen as a leader

by the people I work with, and for me to see them. You can

accomplish so much simply by acknowledging people. Sec-

ondly you must create challenges. I think we like being chal-

lenged. It falls into the same category as being seen. Thirdly it

is important to feel included. We have a large system of work-

ers’ representatives at NAV. Together with our staff we share

a joint declaration which also creates a basis for our leader-

ship. In all the jobs I have had I have valued the cooperation

with workers’ representatives.”

Too much central control?

But leadership is different from central control, and NAV has

been subject to excessive control and not enough leadership.

“I believe NAV as an organisation has been and remains sub-

ject to excessive control. Someone told me there are 420

points written about what NAV should be doing. This is very

controlling, but it is not leadership. Leadership is making

sure you have staff who can handle the situation they’re in

and make decisions. That is why I talk a lot about this.”

How will you secure more leadership and less cen-

tral control?

“NAV’s own internal surveys show that we are good at ticking

boxes to reach key performance targets and say that we have

had X number of meetings and so on, while we are not good

at learning from each other, bad when it comes to innovation

and new thinking and many managers feel they could have

been better prepared to provide the kind of leadership we are

talking about now.”

She pauses, and underlines: NAV must be controlled, but

there needs to be freedom to lead within that framework.

Her leadership group includes the leaders who are responsi-

ble for the organisation which has not achieved the desired

results. Is she planning to reorganise and make changes to

the leadership group? That is not a discussion she is ready to

have.

“To be fair, I think we have to say a lot of good work has been

done in NAV. People get the money they are due. We pay out

14,000 kroner per second. Online banking is out of service

more often than NAV is. I am aware that we have had issues

with ICT, but there really is a lot of good work going on here.

“But it is not good enough. There is a lot of good work, and

it must become better. For me the most important thing is to

have leaders around me who dare to stay the course with me,

and who are good at that task. But I have told my leadership

group that I need a little bit longer than ten days before I con-

sider making any changes.”

Are you a bit rough?

“Perhaps I am. You cannot take on a job like this without be-

ing able to speak plainly and daring to take action. In that

case I would have had to choose something else.”

You have been the Director for the Norwegian As-

sociation of Local and Regional Authorities (KS).

NAV is a partnership between central authorities
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and municipalities and provides both state and mu-

nicipal services in order to offer clients a way to ac-

cess welfare services. How do you use your experi-

ences from KS in your current position?

“It is so important to bring that with you,” she answers eager-

ly. The question hits the nail on the head.

“Because during my four years in the municipal sector I met

thousands of wonderful workers in that sector. I saw NAV

from the point of view of the municipalities, and I can

promise you that we sometimes raised our eyebrows. As a re-

sult, on day two of my new job at NAV I met with the KS

board, because we need to figure out a way forward togeth-

er. So my KS background is invaluable. I also believe many in

the municipal sector are glad that the new NAV director al-

so has a municipal background. I can certainly promise you I

will continue to work on that.”

How do you want to develop the partnership?

“By taking it seriously. You know the 5,000 municipal em-

ployees are really employed by the municipal councils, which

means 428 municipalities have employer’s responsibility for

them. The municipalities need to take that seriously. The po-

litical leadership in the municipalities must take it serious-

ly. And when you sign a partnership agreement, both parties

have rights and obligations. I need to safeguard this, and do

my best to make sure this works in practical terms.”

We are experiencing the largest migration flows

since World War 2. The discussion now is how to

get refugees into work straight away. How do you

see that challenge?“I don’t believe anyone in any direc-

torate fails to think about refugees. It is an issue which is be-

ing dealt with by the government and which will be present-

ed for parliament, but we have done a fair bit of thinking on

this.

“NAV is not the first public body the refugees will meet. Once

settled, they join the municipal introductory programme.

Norwegian language lessons form an important part of that.

When the new arrivals have been settled and have started

their introductory programme and Norwegian lessons, NAV

and the introductory programme consider whether NAV

should introduce measures aimed at finding them work, in

combination with the language training. We are still at an

early phase in this process when it comes to this group.

“However, NAV is in close and constant contact with relevant

authorities in this area, and we will help those who come to

us just like we help anyone who approaches NAV.”

The large number of refugees coincides with rapid-

ly rising unemployment, as a result of a shrinking

petroleum sector and a changing Norwegian

labour market. As the new NAV leader, what is your

vision?“First of all, I think that the unemployment we have

now is different from what we had during the financial crisis,

because then it was bad news nationwide. Today the coastal

areas from Agder to Trøndelag that are facing the biggest

challenges. Meanwhile unemployment is falling in other

parts of the country. There are even engineering jobs going,

so the opportunities are there,” says Sigrun Vågeng.

“Then there is the issue of refugees, and whether NAV is pre-

pared for that challenge. It becomes a social mission and we

will have to look at ways of how we can solve it. That is the

essence of NAV, it is a social mission. If we are given a mis-

sion, we must help fulfil it.”
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Cross-border education at the Cap of the North
extended

Since 1991 Swedish, Finnish and Norwegian youths on at the Cap of the North have been able to
meet and get vocational training under the auspices of Utbildning Nord (Education North) — a
unique cross-border education strategy. On 19 October the scheme was extended until 2019.

NEWS
23.10.2015
TEXT: GUNHILD WALLIN

“Utbilding Nord has a long tradition of offering vocational

training for participants from Finland, Norway and Sweden.

It is a unique cooperation which we protect and which creates

preconditions for cross-border mobility,” says Sweden’s Min-

ster for Labour Alva Johansson.

On 19 October she signed the new agreement for the foun-

dation Utbilding Nordkalotten (Education Cap of the North),

together with Finland’s ambassador Jarmo Viinanen and

Norway’s ambassador Kai Eide. It will run until 2019.

The foundation Utbildning Nordkalotten is commonly

known as Utbildning Nord and sprang out of the Swedish

labour market training programme AMU in Övertorneå. The

tradition of offering training for youths coming from all over

the Cap of the North runs back to 1970. The training is of-

fered in three languages, and is recognised in all three coun-

tries. In 1991 the cooperation was formalised and has since

been renewed every four years. The responsibility for run-

ning the programme alternates between the three countries

every four years, and right now Norwegian Sture Troli holds

the directorship.

“The new agreement is the best one so far. It is concrete and

we have also gained the right to validate skills, for instance

vocational skills for newcomers. We are also very pleased

that the countries still want to contribute economically on the

same level as before, which gives us confidence to continue

our work,” he says.

Each year 500 unemployed youths from Finland, Norway

and Sweden arrive in Övertorneå in Sweden’s Norrbotten re-

gion to begin one of the 32 vocational courses run by Ut-

bilding Nord. They can become joiners, tin smiths, waiters,

chefs or electricians. Or assistant nurses, certified web devel-

opers or computer programmers to mention but a few of the

vocations courses on offer. The students live in Övertorneå

and the school offers different kinds of housing depending on

what you can pay.

The courses are individually tailored and fulfil national stan-

dards for the occupations in Finland, Sweden and Norway.

Several of the courses offer upper secondary education and

businesses also have the opportunity to tailor courses. Ad-

mission is individual and monthly. The individuals’ needs

and wishes decide which class they are put into.

“This mixes up students who have been attending the school

for a while and newcomers. It is a good symbiosis, where na-

tionality or language doesn’t matter,” says Sture Troli.

Each class is taught in four languages and students from the

three countries are mixed.

“What’s fantastic is that students from three countries are

taught together. This is unique internationally and it creates

synergy because they have to work together,” says Sture

Troli.

Utbildning Nord enjoys an extensive international network,

and exchanges and work placements in other countries are

commonplace. One example is the “Kolarctic ENP” cooper-

ation which recently concluded, which also involved Russia.

Several of the students and teachers spent time at a Russian

construction site.

“They really enjoyed the Russian hospitality and cooperation,

and want to return,” says Sture Troli.

The majority of the students come from the countries’ north-

ern parts, but more and more Swedes and Finns are now also

coming from the south. Students are also getting younger

and the average age now is 35. Many have little experience

with working life. That makes teaching extra challenging and

the school is getting help from Tom Tiller, Professor of peda-

gogy from the Arctic University of Norway. He has written 75
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books, and will help develop the adult education and intro-

duce the concept “learning by doing”.

Utbildning Nord also cooperates extensively with businesses

and trades. Ylva Johansson wants the new agreement to help

facilitate this cooperation further.

“We enjoy a good cooperation with businesses and trades al-

ready, but we want to expand our network. This is a must

and it is a way to use practical work to open up working life

to the students. There they can learn what it means to work,

and they get a chance to show what they can do for poten-

tial employers,” says Sture Troli, who is pretty proud to tell

us that 60 percent of the students find work when they leave

the school.
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Stress and time pressure a challenge to Nordic
work environments

Time pressure is a considerably higher psychosocial risk factor in Nordic businesses compared
to the rest of Europe. Nordic businesses also highlight a lack of time as the main obstacle to a
good work environment.

NEWS
23.10.2015
TEXT: MARIE PREISLER

Time has a major influence on Nordic workers’ work environ-

ments and how Nordic businesses manage their work envi-

ronments. These are among the conclusions in the latest ma-

jor survey form the European Agency for Safety and Health

at Work, looking at how European businesses handle work

environment risks, especially psychosocial risks like work re-

lated stress.

The survey, called ESENER-2, was presented by the Director

for the European Agency for Safety and Health at Work,

Christa Sedlatschek, as she gave a presentation during a

meeting at Denmark’s National Research Centre for the

Working Environment (NFA) on Monday 19 October 2015.

She presented important conclusions from the survey, which

was published in early 2015.

She pointed out how Nordic employees and businesses stood

out from the rest of Europe in several areas when it comes to

how they handle stress and time pressure.

“Time pressure represents a greater psychosocial risk factor

in the Nordic countries than elsewhere in Europe,” said

Christa Sedlatschek.

The Nordic region stands out

On this particular point the ESENER-2 survey says the

Nordic countries “stand out quite markedly” compared to the

other 36 countries which are part of the survey, as well as

from the EU as a whole where 43 percent of businesses con-

sider time pressure to be a psychosocial risk factor — only

surpassed by difficult customers and citizens. In all of the five

Nordic countries time pressure is an even bigger risk factor.

More than 70 percent of Nordic businesses see time pres-

sure as a risk factor. The Netherlands comes is in sixth place,

where 62 percent of businesses point to time pressure as a

risk factor.

Time pressure also plays an important role when it comes to

how Nordic businesses deal with work environment issues,

according to ESENER-2. The survey asked the businesses

to identify the biggest barriers to managing the work envi-

ronment, and businesses in Denmark, Finland, Norway and

Sweden point mainly to the lack of time and staff. In the EU

as a whole businesses identify legal requirements and red

tape as bigger barriers than a lack of time when it comes to

managing work environments properly.

More offer psychological assistance

ESENER-2 also shows that many of Europe’s businesses

struggle more with handling psychosocial risk factors like

stress than other work environment issues. Nearly one in

five of the businesses that said they had to handle difficult

customers, or that experienced time pressure, also said they

lacked information or suitable tools for how to handle the

risk in an efficient manner.

ESENER-2 also looked at how businesses handle psychoso-

cial risks, and whether they have action plans and procedures
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for how to handle stress. One in three businesses with more

than 20 employees in the EU have that, but there are big

differences between countries. Sweden and Denmark score

high.

Only 16 percent of EU businesses offer psychological help for

employees suffering from stress. Again the Nordic countries

are ahead. In Finland and Sweden some 60 percent of busi-

nesses say they use a psychologist.

The survey also looked at whether businesses have work

committees and employee representatives. Here too the

Nordics top the list of countries with the highest number of

employee representatives in Norway, Iceland and Sweden,

while Denmark tops the list for the number of businesses that

have a safety committee.
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New proposal for improved control of posted
workers’ terms and conditions

Tearing up Lex Laval would improve the terms and conditions for foreign workers in Sweden
according to the Posted Workers Committee review of Lex Laval, which was presented to
Sweden’s Minister for Employment Alva Johansson on 30 September.

NEWS
22.10.2015
TEXT: GUNHILD WALLIN

“This strengthens the collective agreement’s position and

gives better trade union control over posted workers’ terms

and conditions. It also improves posted workers’ chances of

in the very least enjoying Swedish minimum terms. It also

makes it easier to predict what is needed during a posting

to Sweden and the proposals are also compatible with EU

law,” said Marie Granlund, a Social Democrat MP and chair

of the Posted Workers Committee during a press meeting at

the Rosenbad government headquarters.

The parliamentary Posted Workers Committee, made up of

representatives from all political parties in the Swedish par-

liament, was established in 2012 by the centre-right govern-

ment. Changes were made to the committee when a new gov-

ernment came to power last year. Marie Granlund became

the new chair and additions were made to the directive. Lex

Laval, i.e. the legislative changes introduced in 2010 in the

wake of the so-called Laval case, would still be reviewed, but

now with the addition: “to protect the Swedish labour market

model and strengthen the collective agreement’s position in

situations involving the posting of workers, while adhering to

EU law”.

“Sweden traditionally solves labour market issues through

collective agreements. This model has served us well and has

been a pillar in the Swedish model,” said Marie Granlund.

It was a Vaxholm school construction project which changed

the rules of the Swedish labour market. In the summer of

2004 a subsidiary of the Latvian firm Laval Un Partneri had

just started building the Söderfjärds school. The Swedish

Building Workers’ Union negotiated with Laval, who had not

signed a collective agreement. When Laval signed a Latvian

collective agreement, the Union blocked the building site for

more than 100 days with the support of the Swedish Elec-

tricians’ Union. After several rounds, which also saw Laval

taking the unions to the Swedish Labour Court, the saga

ended in the EU Court of Justice. In 2007 it ruled that the

Swedish Building Workers’ Union’s industrial action against

Laval was in breach of EU law, and both the workers’ union

and the electricians’ union had to pay major damages. The

decision also meant that posted companies have the right to

use their home country’s collective agreements in other EU

countries they might be operating in.

“The judgement is a great challenge to the Swedish model,

because it implies that the way in which we regulate mini-

mum wages cannot be applied to foreign companies working

in Sweden,” Professor Niklas Bruun at the Hanken School of

Economics in Helsinki told the Nordic Labour Journal on 2

March 2008. He also pointed out the fact that this was the

first time the right to take industrial action became part of

EU law.

In 2010 Swedish legislation was changed to match the EU

judgement, the so-called Lex Laval. The legislation has been

heavily criticised by trade unions and the Social Democrats,

and now, according to the proposals from the Posted Work-

ers Committee, it will be torn up.

The committee suggests that trade unions are given the right

to resort to industrial action in order to push through a col-

lective agreement with minimum wage demands, a so-called

posted workers collective agreement. The so-called rule of ev-

idence will disappear. It means that a foreign employer who

can show that he or she offers conditions which are as good

as could be expected, will not have to sign a collective agree-

ment.

According to the proposal, within ten days the posted com-

pany should also appoint a representative with the power to

negotiate and sign collective agreements if a trade union de-

mands it. The proposal says trade unions should be able to

demand documentation which proves that the posted em-

ployer adheres to minimum terms and conditions.
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The Posted Workers Committee also proposes to strengthen

posted workers’ rights. They should be allowed access to

Swedish courts in order to demand minimum terms and con-

ditions according to collective agreements, regardless of

whether they belong to trade unions that have signed agree-

ments or not. The committee also proposes that posted work-

ers are given better rights in the case of workplace injuries, as

well as the opportunity to sign life insurance policies.

“That is a very big change compared to what we have today,”

said Marie Granlund.

For the sake of transparency, in certain instances the

Swedish Work Environment Authority will assess and

analyse what constitutes minimum terms and conditions in

the Swedish collective agreement. Today Swedish trade

unions must report their demands for minimum terms and

conditions to the Work Environment Authority, if not the au-

thority will interpret which conditions apply within a certain

trade.

“Not everyone has done that, and that leaves it to the Work

Environment Authority to interpret minimum terms and

conditions. This is not an optimal solution, but as long as the

parties cannot find one, this is one way of solving it. Perhaps

this will also apply extra pressure on the parties,” said Marie

Granlund.

The proposal still has some way to go before it is meant to

come into force on 1 January 2017. Representatives from all

political parties on the centre-right have voiced their reser-

vations. Swedish businesses and construction industry repre-

sentatives have been critical too, partly because they feel this

will give disproportionally large powers to trade unions, and

that it hinders the freedom of movement.

“I have not noticed any major conflicts within the committee,

and I hope the centre-right parties think again before the

work on a government bill begins. If you really want to stand

up for the Swedish model, it would be good to try to find a

solution. I hope people think about Sweden and about the

foreign workers who are actually very badly protected,” said

Marie Granlund.

“We also need to be braver in Sweden. We should fight for

what we feel is important, not blindly accept what the EU law

says.”
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New Finnish students starting university in the autumn go through so-called yellow-beak admission ceremonies. Many youths
do not graduate, however. Their position in the labour market is dramatically weakened

Nordic comparative report: Youths loosing their
footing

The share of youths who loose their footing is increasing in all of the Nordic countries. Although
youth unemployment is a major problem, decision makers should make a more concerted effort
to identify and support those most at risk.

NEWS
22.10.2015
TEXT: CARL-GUSTAV LINDÉN, PHOTO: BJÖRN LINDAHL

This is one of the key findings in a new comparative Nordic

research report on youths, education and working life. Young

people between 16 and 20 face several crucial life choices and

are expected to make major decisions at a stage of their lives

which is the most critical in terms of future success in the

labour market.

Youths who do not take further secondary education or leave

their studies without graduating are easily knocked out.
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Their chances of starting a working career are dramatically

reduced and they risk ending up in a group which researchers

call NEET (not in employment, education or training), in

other words youths who are shunted off to the margins of so-

ciety.

The Nordic Council of Ministers ordered a research report in

order to get an overview of the situation in the Nordic coun-

tries. The Nordic Labour Journal has spoken to Research Di-

rector Rita Asplund at the Research Institute of the Finnish

Economy ETLA in Helsinki, who coordinated the report.

“There has never been a similar study of youths over a longer

period of time in the Nordic countries.”

The researchers have had access to register-based statistics

from the Nordic countries which are used to build a common

research database. This includes data on three groups of

youths from different age groups; those who turned 16 in

1993, 1998 and 2003. Their continued education after ele-

mentary school has been followed until 2008, when the eco-

nomic crisis hit. That means the longest period of monitoring

lasted 15 year.

The Nordic countries use different terminology for post-el-

ementary school studies. In Denmark they are called “ung-

domsuddannelse”, in Norway “videregående avsluttende ut-

danning” while the term used in Sweden is “utbildning på

gymnasial nivå” and in Finland “fortsatta studier efter grund-

skolan i den allmänbildande gymnasieutbildningen och yrke-

sutbildningen”.

Counterpoints

There is more than terminology which sets the countries

apart. The authors describe Denmark and Sweden as coun-

terpoints, especially when it comes to vocational training.

Denmark has a well-developed apprenticeship system, while

vocational training in Sweden is mainly school based. In

many regards Finland is similar to Sweden and Norway is

similar to Denmark.

“Denmark is also different in that youths seem to manage

well even though they have not passed any upper secondary

exams. Employment levels are surprisingly high. Do they en-

ter into working life at an early stage and develop skills which

see them through despite having nothing more than a basic

education?”

The study is highly descriptive so the researchers have no

clear answers to their questions. One reason why Danish

youths manage without an education could be that the indus-

trial structure is different from in the rest of the Nordic re-

gion, which provides more entry points to the labour market

for those who lack a degree.

In Sweden the situation is the opposite: youths who do not

stick to an exam timetable tend to end up in the same catego-

ry as people who have no exam at all.

“There is a very strong pattern, and if you don’t follow it there

is an increased risk for marginalisation or problems in the

labour market.”

Asplund notes that the Danes appear somewhat phlegmatic:

a failure in the labour market does not close other career

paths — the system allows for youths to try again.

Fail to sit exams

As the researchers met for the first time, no-one knew what

surprises were hiding in the data available. What caused the

most amazement was that a large number of youths are stuck

in schooling long after they should have passed their exams.

“We know they are registered as students, but they do not sit

their exams. Why is this so, and how is it possible for them to

remain and for no-one to take action?”

In Finland, for instance, just under one in five youths do

not have an upper secondary exam at the age of 21, despite

most of them spending nearly all their years after elementary

school in education.

“For some reason they fail to finish their studies and there-

fore end up in a very weak position in the labour market.
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Chances to find work in Finland for those with only elemen-

tary education have been dramatically reduced.”

Meanwhile, their contemporaries who do pass their exams

within the normal time do well both in the labour market and

in life. It is also encouraging to see that most of the youths do

very well.

The marginalised

One phenomenon has grown in all of the four surveyed coun-

tries: a growing group of youths fall outside of society, out-

side of education and work, outside of social support sys-

tems. People at risk include those who struggle with prob-

lems at home, and who struggle to succeed in school and in

the labour market. It is well documented that youths’ socio-

economic background influences how they manage in school

and in working life, but the so-called family effect fades with

time.

This study shows that in addition to family circumstances,

the experience young people have by the time they are 20/21

has a major effect, and that problems should be tackled in el-

ementary school at the latest.

“You should follow up what happens when they have left ele-

mentary school.”

A warning signal

A warning signal should be sounded for youths who take a

gap year after elementary school, a common occurrence in

Finland. This is often a strong indication that something has

gone wrong, perhaps in the education or job mentoring sys-

tem. These youths are very prone to end up in the group

at risk. This group should be given more attention the re-

searchers think, not least because the social costs of margin-

alised youths grow very high both socially and economically.

“Mental illness has become an important factor leading to in-

validity pension. We talk far too little about the fact that men-

tal illness is increasing more among young people; they expe-

rience stress and feel they cannot cope with life.”

The research report stops in the year 2008, but researchers

are now following up the subjects further and will expand the

analysis while extending the follow-up period to 2012.

“There are many reports which conclude that youths have

had to take the brunt of the fallout of the economic crisis.”

Read the report here: Youth Unemployment and Inactivi-

ty: A comparison of school-to-work transitions and labour

market outcomes in four Nordic countries
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Graph: number of unemployed who have ran out of unemployment benefits

A few years ago only a few thousand Danes each year experienced running out of unemployment benefits. In 2013 the number
suddenly rose to more than 30,000. Source: The commission on unemployment benefits

Danish unemployment benefit reform around
the corner

Denmark's more than century old unemployment benefit system is being modernised.
Considering the reactions to the proposal for a more flexible system from the commission on
unemployment benefits, political negotiations will be tough.

NEWS
21.10.2015
TEXT: MARIE PREISLER

There will be changes to unemployed people’s access to un-

employment benefits, giving them a greater incentive to ac-

cept short term jobs. And for three days every year there will

be no access to benefits at all.

These and a range of other proposals for how to reform Den-

mark’s unemployment benefit system were presented to the

Danish government by the commission on unemployment

benefits on Monday 19 October 2015. The government is ex-

pected to begin political negotiations within days to agree on

an unemployment benefit reform based on the commission’s

work.

Considering the reactions from political parties and the so-

cial partners to the commission’s proposals, the negotiations

will be anything but easy. The commission was established

by the former government, and has consisted of leading ex-

perts and representatives from the social partners. For a full

year they have worked towards presenting joint proposals for

a more flexible unemployment benefit system.

The commission members agree on nearly all points, and the

proposals are therefore expected to be taken very seriously

when the Danish parliament soon starts negotiating a polit-

ical agreement. Yet the commission on unemployment ben-

efits disagreed on one central point; the proposal to intro-

duce eight days a year when no benefits are paid out at all.

That was too much for the commission’s two trade union

representatives. They presented a minority statement recom-

mending three days.

A few years ago only a few thousand Danes each year ex-

perienced running out of unemployment benefits. In 2013

the number suddenly rose to more than 30,000. Source: The

commission on unemployment benefits

No benefit days are also expected to be one of the major

obstacles during the coming negotiations. Some within the

trade union movement and in the opposition Socialist Peo-

ple’s Party (SF) feel even three such days are three too many.

SF has even signalled that the party believes this to be a

broken promise if the Social Democrats and the government

coalition member the Liberal Party (Venstre) enter an agree-

ment on no benefit days. During the election campaign the
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two parties’ leaders publicly shook hands promising not to

make cuts to unemployment benefits.

Whether no benefit days is the same as cuts to unemploy-

ment benefits is up for discussion, and that debate is already

well underway. When presenting the commission’s propos-

als, the commission chair, economist Nina Smith, called no

benefit days “a kind of benefit cut”, while the Minister for

Employment, Jørn Neergaard Larsen from the Liberal Party,

denies that no benefit days equal a cut to unemployment ben-

efits. The group chairman for the Social Democrats, Henrik

Sass Larsen, shares that point of view. He praises the com-

mission’s report in principle, but says three days of no bene-

fits is “more palatable” than eight.

There is also disagreement on how to finance the new unem-

ployment benefit system. The Red-Green Alliance, SF, the Al-

ternative, the Social Democrats and the Danish People’s Par-

ty would agree to an increase in funding, while neither the

Liberal-led government coalition, the Conservatives, the Lib-

eral Alliance nor the Danish Social-Liberal Party want to in-

crease spending on unemployment benefits.

The unemployment benefit system was adjusted as late as in

2013, when the maximum period anyone could receive the

benefit was halved, from four to two years — to great protest.

At the same time the number of months you needed to work

in order to regain the right to claim unemployment benefits

were increased from six to 12.

DANISH UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFIT REFORM AROUND THE CORNER
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Norway: Government to strengthen measures
aimed at youths

Unemployment is growing in Norway, especially among young people. The government’s 2016
budget proposal includes a youth package aimed at preventing more young people from falling
outside of education and working life.

NEWS
17.10.2015
TEXT: BERIT KVAM

Norway’s right-wing government called its 2016 budget pro-

posal a budget for work, activity and change when it present-

ed it to Parliament on Wednesday October 7.

Falling oil prices and reduced petroleum sector activity has

led to rising unemployment. Worst hit are the engineering

and ICT sectors, petroleum related industries and consultan-

cy businesses. The government proposes to spend a record

amount of oil revenues in order to stimulate growth and fight

the rising unemployment. The total budget is 1,245 billion

kroner (€135bn), out of which 194 billion kroner (€21bn) are

oil revenues. 3.8 billion kroner (€0,4bn) come from the oil

fund.

“We want to secure a high employment rate and low unem-

ployment. The government therefore proposes a new action

plan for how to increase the number of people in work,” said

Siv Jensen, Norway’s Minister of Finance.

Four billion Norwegian kroner (€433m) has been earmarked

measures to get more people into work. This includes:

• 2.5 billion kroner for the maintenance of

buildings, including 500 million for the

maintenance and rehabilitation of schools and

buildings used for welfare purposes.

• Nearly one billion kroner for business related

research and start-up funds to stimulate

innovation and business.

• 4,000 new jobs provided through labour market

measures, which means the total number of such

jobs for unemployed people could reach 16,000 by

2016.

Youth unemployment has risen since the spring of 2014. A

new youth package aims to help young people get into train-

ing or activity quickly if they become unemployed. The gov-

ernment proposed 1,000 new jobs provided through labour

market measures for young people, a new two year training

programme for further secondary education. Workers who

have been made redundant could be offered the chance to

continue training while still receiving benefits.

There will be more money for apprenticeships and there will

be a reform of the vocational education system. The govern-

ment also says it wants to review the youth guarantee, espe-

cially for people over 20.

Increased fight against the shadow economy

The government also proposes ways in which to fight the

shadow economy, partly by awarding an extra 10 million kro-

ner (€1m) to the Norwegian Labour Inspection Authority.

“We want to help increase workplace safety, make it easier

to run serious businesses while making it harder for people

who break the law,” said Rober Eriksson, Norway’s Minister

of Labour and Social Affairs.

NORWAY: GOVERNMENT TO STRENGTHEN MEASURES AIMED AT YOUTHS
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